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description: a bald young man wearing glasses appears in-focus, amidst hazy figures. he looks up to thedescription: a bald young man wearing glasses appears in-focus, amidst hazy figures. he looks up to the
endless bright sky, his expression pensive. the film’s billing block, logos, and festival laurel adorn the sky. asendless bright sky, his expression pensive. the film’s billing block, logos, and festival laurel adorn the sky. as

the skyline meets the young man’s head in the middle of the poster, the film’s title appears: unseen.the skyline meets the young man’s head in the middle of the poster, the film’s title appears: unseen.

Join us for the film screening of “Unseen”
along with an opportunity to engage with
pedro, the film’s protagonist & co-writer, &
Set Hernandez, the director. 

Film synopsis: Most people dream of a better future. Pedro,
an aspiring social worker, is no different. But as a blind,
undocumented immigrant, Pedro faces political restrictions
to obtain his college degree, secure a job as a health care
provider, and support his family. As he finally graduates,
uncertainty looms over Pedro. What starts as a journey to
provide mental health for his community ultimately
transforms into Pedro’s path towards his own healing. 

ASL Interpreters available
upon request: To request
interpreting services to

access this event, please
contact the Interpreting

Services Office at least one
week prior to the event to

make arrangements.
InterpretingServices

@santarosa.edu, 
or send a text to
 (707) 230-3895.
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